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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Seventy-Fourth Day: Saturday, March 10, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 737*-209-143-110—28%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #8 Morticia (13th race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #6 Hills Pond (5th race)—6-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)BARBADOS KITTEN: Dead-game in first start vs. winners—consistent 
(#4)LIBERALE(FR): Woke up on the drop down to $16K for Motion Barn 
(#1)MS. VIOLETTE: Useful middle move off shelf; double-dip drop on point 
(#8)BODIE’S VALENTINE: She will appreciate the extra 1/16th; on the drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-1-8 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)SONG OF MELODY: Crushed open $16K foes by 18 lengths in dirt bow  
(#7)STROLL ACTION: Beaten chalk in last 3; more competitive on this level 
(#6)BODY HIGH: Sports sharp form for Velez; responds to Zayas’ handling 
(#5)GUIDONIA: Huge turn of foot in only prior dirt start; second off a layoff 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-6-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)IN EQUALITY: Down to the cellar; clocks pace, rolls by in the stretch 
(#4)KING POWER: Got way late as the fave in last; barn capable off claim 
(#5)HEAD HUNTER: His dirt form is solid; third start of current form cycle 
(#3)SILVER SHALIS: Can factor at a price if able to repeat the effort 2 back 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-5-3 
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RACE FOUR—Silks Run Stakes 
(#7)BUCCHERO: 10X winner is the class of the field; won last off sidelines  
(#5)VISION PERFECT: 1 length off the salty Hogy in last; 0-for-4 on GP turf 
(#2)POOL WINNER: Sitting on a blistering work around the “dogs”; tighter  
(#4)LITTLE CHESNEY: Bay likes to win; steps back up to stakes company 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-2-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#6)HILLS POND: Rough trips in past three starts; 6-1 M.L. installment  
(#5)CALL ME: Plummets in class for Pletcher; like the dirt-to-turf play 
(#8)JOSIE’S RIDDLE: Neck off the win when last in for a $35K price tag 
(#1)ARMCHAIR JOCKEY: Six-wide at the quarter-pole last time; improving 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-8-1 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#1)YES DARLIN: Jock scrapes paint from one-hole; speed-and-fade play  
(#8)UNCLE MACE: Won by open lengths in last dirt start; drops to cellar 
(#6)TAKEN TO CHURCH: Down to basement off claim; 1-turn mile speed 
(#7)NO DINERO: Broke his maiden for a dime; has never been in this cheap 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-6-7 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)REFLECTED STAR: Significant class drop for Mott; third start off shelf  
(#3)ABBOT: Beaten fave in 4 of last 5; hasn’t missed tri in 2-turn turf races 
(#5)OURS AGAIN: Awkward start costly in last 2—reunited with Jaramillo 
(#2)BURNING WILD: Rallied into soft splits in last; useful form for Navarro 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-5-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#9)UP THE ROAD: Marked improvement since stretching out on the dirt  
(#10)WRITTEN: 14-hole was a killer in last; gets a 10-pound weight break 
(#3)DEVUELTA: Closer needs early pace assistance; tab for a minor award 
(#11)DIM SUM: Middle move on the drop and return to dirt in last outing 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-10-3-11 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)SUMMER SCAMP: Controls the pace in paceless affair; 5-1 M.L.  
(#8)REGAL KITTEN: Rallied in last 3 for $16K; placed in 14-of-25 on turf 
(#1)MAMBO AT THE GYM: Gets some class relief; Gaffalione saves ground 
(#6)MCILROY: Has improved off layoff; in money in 7-of-10 on the GP turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-1-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#4)PACO ENSACO: Sharp for new outfit; license to improve in 3rd off shelf  
(#6)GOING TO THE BEACH: Beaten chalk in last 2; tends to be 1-paced late 
(#5)FLEDERMAUS: Figured to need last start off the layoff; 12-1 on M.L. 
(#10)TIZPURE: Chestnut should relish 2-turn stretch out; dirt-to-turf play 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-5-10 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#6)JOURNEY’S END: Barn hits at a gaudy clip off claim; sharp dirt form  
(#2)WHERE’S THE CAT: Toss last off the long layoff; placed on 7 of last 8 
(#7)PROMETE: In a shade deep in last start; two-pronged drop on point 
(#12)INSUM MONEY: Ran like he needed his last start; tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-7-12 
 
 
RACE TWELVE 
(#3)GRAVITATING: Is bred to relish the extra distance; turf, no problem  
(#7)DETERMINANT: Good finish despite rough start on debut; cost $675K 
(#9)SARGEANT DRIVE: Acts as if he wants more ground; improved on turf 
(#4)PROUD NATIVE: Length off next-out winner in turf debut; has upside 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-9-4 
 
 
RACE THIRTEEN 
(#8)MORTICIA: 5-time stakes winner is a perfect 5-for-5 at 5F trip on turf 
(#6)JUST TALKIN: Big try off two-month layoff last time; improves today 
(#4)JENNIFER LYNNETTE: Placed in 10-of-11 lifetime; G3 SW on the grass 
(#10)GIRLS KNOW BEST: She’s a different horse on grass; sharp blowout 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-4-10 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
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